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LETTER TO THE EDITOR: Raid was long overdue

MARTIN WINTER

RAYMOND -- The Postville raid was long overdue, along with more needed here in the Cedar Valley.

I have a solution to all the influx of illegals. Fine any and all employers $10,000 a day for every illegal that they have been found to employ. An act of Congress would solve this whole mess: no jobs, no illegals. This problem lies with the corporate world, not American citizens. But rest assured, this will never happen due to what they call lobbyists and our government greed for revenue. We have the best government money can buy.

And oh yes, what in the world is the Catholic church doing giving sanctuary to these lawbreakers? I would assume the church doesn't have enough problems with their pedophilia lawsuits that they want to get into the aiding and abetting law breaking also. What has become of the church we once knew? Maybe we really never knew it.